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On some extensions of russian parallel context 
free grammars 
B y J Ü R G E N D Ä S S O W 
1. In the last years some authors have studied the. effect of mechanisms regu-
lating the derivation process to the generative capacity. The matrix grammars, 
programmed grammars, random context grammars, and periodically time-variant 
grammars belong to the most investigated mechanisms. A. Salomaa, O. Mayer, 
and M. V. Lomkovskaja, and others have given the results in the case of context 
free grammars (see [11], [5]); concerning L systems investigations have been done 
by S. H. von Solms, G. Rozenberg, and P. J. A. Reusch (see [12], [8], [6]); the author 
has considered.extension of indian parallel context free grammars ([1]). 
In this note we will complete these results and study the generative capacity 
of extensions of russian parallel grammars introduced by M. K. Levitina [3]. Already 
Levitina regarded the extension by the matrix mechanism and proved that the as-
sociated family of languages coincides with the family of programmed context free 
grammars. We will show that also the extensions by the mechanisms of programmed 
grammars, random context grammars, and periodically time variant grammars 
generate the same family of languages. 
2. For sake of completeness, we will recall some definitions shortly. For detailed 
information see [11], [3]. A russian parallel context free grammar is a construct 
G=(VT, VN, P, S) where 
i) VT and VN are disjoint nonempty finite sets, V= VNUVT, 
ii) P is a finite set of pairs (p, i) where /€{1,2} and p is a production 
A~*W with A£VN, wÇV+, 
iii) sevN. 
The derivation x=±y, x, V is defined by 
i) X-= Xj Ax2 , y = x1 wx2, Xx, x2Ç V*, 
ii) (A^w, 1)6P 
or by 
i) x=x1Ax2Axs ... xn_1Axn, y = x1wx2wx3... x„_1wx„, xlt x2, ...,x„€(F\{A})*, 
ii) (A^w,2)CP. 
* . . . . . . • . ' 
=> denotes the reflexive and transitive closure of =•. The language = L(G) generated 
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by G is defined as 
L(G) = {w: w, w£KT*}. 
Now we will give some mechanisms regulating the derivation process. 
Programmed grammars: Each rule has the form (/: (A—w, /), F, S) where 
/ is the label of the rule, F and S (the failure field and the success field) are sets 
of labels. If A occurs in x, we rewrite x (as in a russian parallel grammar), 
and in the next derivation step we have to apply a rule with a label in S. If A does 
not occur in x, we apply a rule with a label in F. 
Random context grammars: Each rule has the form ((A-~w, i), U, T) where 
U and T are subsets of VN. The production (A-»w, i) is applicable to x if 
and only if any symbol of U occurs in x and no symbol of T occurs in x.1 
Periodically time variant grammars: We associate a subset (p(i) of P with 
an integer ¿^1 such that, for each k, (p(n+k+j)=<p{n+k) for some n and j. 
The rule applied in the z'-th step of the derivation has to be choosen from the set <p(i). 
For these three type of grammars, the generated language is defined as above. 
Matrix grammars:. A matrix . mi=, ra, . . . , r i ( i J is an ordered sequence 
of rules TijZP. The application of a matrix mL to a word x is defined as the 
application of the rules. ri3 in the,given order.. The generated language consists 
of all words over VT which, can be derived from S by applications of matrices. 
. We use the following notations:, 
¡F(PRP) — family of programmed russian parallel languages, 
RCRP) — family of random context russian parallel languages, 
&(TVRP) r— family of Russian parallel periodically time-variant languages, 
^ ( M R P ) — family of russian parallel matrix languages. 
If /== 1 (z'=2) for all rules (A-^w, i) of P, we get the context free grammars 
(indian parallel context free grammars, introduced by K. Krithivasan, and R. Siro-
mocrey) and its associated extensions. We will use the letters CF or IP instead of 
RP to denote the corresponding family of languages. It is known that . 
fi . ; %(PCF)=iF(RCCF) =.f(TVCF) ^!F(MCF), . . 
W(PIP)=SF{RCIP) = 2F(TVIPy=&(MIPX 
and 
.- S' (XIP) a F(XCF) for X£ {P,RC,TV, M). 
3. We will prove analogous relations for russian parallel versions, too. 
Theorem. ^(PRP)=&{RCRP) =F(TVRP)=^(MRP) =^(PCF). ' 
Proof i) By definition, 3?(XCF)<Z^(XRP) for X£ (P, RC, TV, M). There-
fore we have to prove ^ ( X R P ) Q ^ ( X C F ) only. , " 
ii) ^(PRP)Q^(PCF). 
' ! j i ' t . , . . . 
1 This definition is due to Lomkovskaja and differs slightly from van der Walt's definition. 
The difference has no effect to the generative capacity. By the parallel rewriting (if i—2), the above 
definition is-more useful. " ' ' '•• ' . . • * • " 
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Let L=L(G) for the programmed russian parallel grammar G—(VT\ VN, P, S). 
We will construct a programmed context free grammar G' which simulates the 
application of rules (A-*w, 2) by a set of usual context free productions (in the 
construction we will write only B-+v instead of (B—v, 1)). We put 
Px — {(I. A -*• w, F, S):(l:(A w, 1), F, S^P}, 
P2 = {(I: A + A„ F, {l'}):(l:(A r w, 2), F, 
¿>3 = (I': A - AT, {/"}, {!'}):(I:(A - w, 2), F, S)€P, 
P4 = {(/* : A, - w, {/"}) :(l:(A*w, 2), F,S)€P}, 
and G'=(VT, VFFUV, PIUPIUPGUPI, S). - Obviously, G' is a programmed 
context free grammar with L(G')=L. 
iii) ^(RCRP)Q^(RCCF). 
Let L^^(RCRP) and L=L(G) for some random context russian parallèl 
grammar G=(VT, VN, P, S). We introduce new alphabets Vi and, V2 ..by 
VI={AI: A£VN}, « = 1,2, and define the homomorphism h on F by h(A)—A2 
for AÇVN and h(a)=a for aÇVT. Further we put 
P, - {(A - W, U, RUKUK):((A - W, 1), U, T)£P}, . 
P2 = {{A+ALTU,T U ((F, U F 2 ) \{^}) : ((A - w, 2), £(, r ) 6 P}, , 
- P3 = { { A ^ h(w), (i/\{/l})U{/lj}, ( r U {/1} U ij)\{/li}) : ' : 
•.((A^w,2),U,T)iP}, 
and 
G; = (vT,vN{jvi\jv2,p1{jp2{jpz{]pi,s). ' • 
If the production (A-*w, 1) is applicable to A: in G, then the corresponding 
production of Pi is applicable in G', and we derive-the same word in both , gram-
mars. Now let (A-~w, 2) be applicable to x in G and derive the word >>.' Then 
À-^A1 is applicable to x in G', and then we have to apply A—Ax on all occur-
rences of A in x. Now we can apply only A1-+h(w), and we have to do this substitu-
tion at all occurrences of Ax. Then we have to use the applicable rules of P4 and we 
get also the word y. Therefore L(G)QL(G'j. The other inclusion can be proved 
by analogous arguments. Thus we have constructed a random context (context 
free) grammar G' with L=L(G'). 
iv) 3?(TVRP)QS?(TVCF). 
Let L£lF(TVRP) and L=L(G) for some periodically time-variant russian 
parallel grammar G=(VTiVN, P, S). Let cp{i) be the subsets of P such that 
(p{m)=(p(m+j) for a certain j and all m^n. We will construct a programmed 
russian parallel grammar G' such that L=L(G'), which proves ^(TVRP) £ 
Q&(PRP). Thus &r(TVRP)Q&r(TVCF) by ii) and the result concerning the 
context free case. . . . -
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Let Vn={A1, ..., A,}. We introduce new alphabets VI = {Aki\ l^k^s) 
and the homomorphisms h¡ on V by 
u /„-v _ J ^t i if x = ' 
_ 1 f if x = a£VT 
for /'= 1, 2, ..., n+j— 1. Further we put 
<¡¡>'(0 = {{An - r ) : l ^ k S s, (Ak — w, r)€<p(i)} 
for i = 1,2, ..., n+j-2, 
<p'(n+j-1) = {K„+,--i - hn(w), (Ak - w, r)£<p(n+j-1)}. 
n+j'-l 
We consider the programmed russian parallel grammar G'=(VT | J V¡, P', SJ 
¡=1 
where the elements of P are given in figure 1. 
Obviously, L=L(G'). 
v) ^(MRP)Q^(MCF). 
This fact follows from Levitina's result &(MRP)=9R(PCF). (Using the method 
of iv) we can prove it.) 
Corollary 1. For X£ {P, RC, TV, M), &(XIP)g &(XRP). 
Because some of the properties of &(PCF) are known, for instance 2F(PCF) 
forms an AFL, we get also information on the extensions of russian parallel 
languages. 
4. A language L is called of index k if there exists a grammar G with 
L(G)=L such that any word iv£L has a derivation with the property that each 
sentential form of this derivation contains at most k occurrences of letters of VN. 
L is of finite index iff there exists an integer k such that L is of index k. 
By ^(X) F I N we denote the family of languages of which are of finite 
index. 
By the results of [9], [7], [10], and the fact that the construction in [1] and in 
this note preserve the finiteness of the index of a language, we get a second corollary. 
Corollary 2. &(PCF)F1N=&(RCCF)FIN=^(TVCF)FIN=&(MCF)FIN= 
=ÍF(PIP)FIN =@R(RCIP)FIN=&(TVIP)FJN —^(MIP)FIN— 
=P{PRP)FIN=&(RCRP)FIN =!F(TVRP)FIN=F (MRP) FIN • • 
In [9], properties of this language family are studied. For instance, it forms an 
AFL again. 
5. Finally, we remark that the context free languages and the russian parallel 
context free languages are incomparable with the extensions of indian parallel 
languages. This follows by the following facts: 
— {(fb"cn\ n S l } is in ¡F(MIP), it is not a russian parallel context free 
. language ([3]), * -
— the extensions of indian parallel context free languages coincide with the 
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An arrow labelled by S 
Figure 1 
leads to the success field;-an arrow labelled by F to the failure field 
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F(PRP) = F(RCRP) = !F(TVRP) =2F(MRP) = 
$?(IP) 3F(CF) 
; i Figure 2 
\ X-+ Y denotes XQ Y, X?£ y . Language families which are not connected are incomparable. 
: EDTOL languages ([1]), and there are context free languages which are 
not EDTOL languages. 
, Thus figure 2 gives the complete relation'between the regarded language families. 
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